Tour code: ZRH10L

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
-

70% MEALS:
7 BREAKFASTS, 1 LUNCH, 6 DINNERS

- SPECIAL MEALS :

SWISS COMBO FONDUE (CHEESE, MEAT &
CHOCOLATE), CHINESE MEAL,
SWISS SAUSAGE WITH ROSTI

- 4 HOTEL THROUGHOUT

2 Night Interlaken 4 Metropole or Similar
EXCLUSIVE One Night at Leukebad
4 de France by Thermalhotel (Spa) Hotel or
Similar

- ENTRANCES INCLUDED

MAISON CAILLER, CHILLON CASTLE,
GLACIER 3000 WITH CABLE CAR,
ROUND-TRIP RAIL TO ZERMATT

- EXCLUSIVE BONUS

WINE-TASTING & A WINE GLASS SOUVENIR
RHINE FALLS

DAY 4
LEUKEBAD – ZERMATT – INTERLAKEN
(B / HOTEL D)
* Zermatt Village <Incl 2ways train>: depart to
the municipality of Tasch and take the shuttle
train to the famous resort town at the base of
Matterhorn- this is Switzerland’s most iconic and
one of the most distinctive mountains in the world
known for its near-symmetrical pyramidal peak. If
ever there was a moment you envisioned yourself
in a Swiss countryside advertisement, this might
be it. This afternoon, spend your time at leisure
exploring Hinterdorf Street, a picturesque car-free
village on foot.

DAY 5
INTERLAKEN (B / SWISS COMBO FONDUE D)
 Interlaken - a traditional resort town in the
mountainous Bernese Oberland region built on a
narrow stretch of valley, between the emeraldcolored waters of Lake Thun and Lake Brienz
with old timber houses and parkland on either
side of the Aare River. Here, enjoy marvelous
views of the Jungfrau’s snowy peaks. A fast
sledge ride (for departures December-March**)
in the snow is as much a winter tradition as
fondue and Christmas. After a short instruction
course by the accompanying guide, the downhill
sledge ride makes for a hilarious adventure!
 (Optional Tour) Jungfraujoch: enhance the
experience with an optional trip to the “Top of
Europe” on, where you will be blown away by the
most amazing views of the Alpine wonderland.
 Tonight, savour a fondue dinner of cheese,
meat and chocolate combo.
Note:- Sledging is weather permitting and subject to
supplier operating schedule. There will be no alternative
replacement otherwise.

DAY 6
INTERLAKEN – LUCERNE
(B / D)
* Lucerne : the picturesque township of Lucerne. *
* The Chapel Bridge: the oldest wooded bridge in
Switzerland.
* The Old Town: its unspoiled buildings covered
with colourful murals. Here, you will also find
Bucherer, the largest duty-free store in
Switzerland.
* Lion Monument: a monument to commemorate
the valour of the Swiss mercenary soldiers who
lost their lives while serving King Louis XVI during
the French Revolution.
*(Optional Tour) Mt. Titlis: may also wish to go
on an optional trip to Mt. Titlis to round up the
day’s activities

DAY 7
LUCERNE– SCHAFFHAUSEN-ZÜRICH
(B / Chinese D)
* The Rhine Falls: Is a breathtaking stupendous beauty
and the largest plain waterfall in Europe. The falls are
located on the High Rhine at Neuhausen am Rheinfall
Village and just below Schaffhausen in the north of
Switzerland. You may walk around the town and visit to
Middle Ages’ Castle of Laufen if time permit.
Optional: Taking a 25 minutes boat ride to see the
falls up close.
* Zürich: The largest city in Switzerland. Relish in the
sights of the beautiful city, its architecture, and its
turquoise lake .The world-renowned financial center
draws millions of visitors to its picturesque compact city.
* Grossmunster: Is a Romanesque-style Protestant
church and one of the most important churches situated
in the heart of Zürich.
* Bahnhofstrasse: a shopping avenue selling luxury
goods
DAY 8
ZÜRICH
(B)
Today you may spend your day doing some shopping or
sightseeing in Zürich at your leisure. Alternatively, you
may wish to join an optional tour to visit Lake Titisee in
Black Forest. Enjoy German special delicacies such as
German Port Knuckle and Black Forest Cake.
(Optional Tour) Lake Titisee in Black Forest + Lunch
DAY 9
ZÜRICH  SINGAPORE
(B / MEALS ON BOARD)
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it is time to transfer
to the airport for your flight home.
DAY 10
SINGAPORE
We hope you enjoyed your vacation with Hong Thai
Travel and we look forward to seeing you again for your
next trip.

Remarks:

Updated: 6-Nov-21_EN

 Tipping for Local guide, Driver & Tour Manager
€80 p.p Based on 10D7N <Adult & Child Same>
 Sequence of itinerary is subject to change without prior notice.
 Due to seasonal / weather subjective conditions of itinerary, we
reserve the right to arrange alternative attraction / transport should
state be unavailable.

